Overall, I thought this was a very good manuscript. I was impressed with the care taken in the construction of the methodology and I felt the results were very well reported.
1. I notice that the levels of MIF and BDNF correlate with rFA to nearly the same extent. The natural questions, then, are (a) what is the correlation between MIF and BDNF? (b) what are the partial correlations of each molecule with rFA after controlling for the other molecule? and (c) are these partial correlations significant? This would help get at the question of whether MIF might simply be serving as a marker for the level of BDNF. Figure 2 , I notice that 2 lines are labeled "Sham -Ex." I assume that one of these lines should actually be labeled "Sham -St." 3. For clarity, I think it might be helpful to refer to the Garcia test in the Results section as the Garcia test of neurological functioning, or something similar, in case someone doesn't read, or forgets what they read in, the Methods. 4. I think the null results on the Garcia test should be mentioned and an explanation or explanations hypothesized. Is it thought to reflect, for example, that exercise only helps motor recovery, or that the Garcia test is not very sensitive, or that 7 days was not enough time to influence it, etc.?
In
5. In the Materials and Methods section, Exercise Training subsection, Line 26, "After MCAO for 48 h..." I presume you mean "48 hours after MCAO." As written, it sounds like the MCAO lasted for 48 hours, but it was only 1 hour, if I am understanding correctly.
6. I really enjoyed how you handled the fascinating finding that MIF was increased in the Sham -Ex group. You brought out a possible meaning that could have been lost.
Overall, I thought this was a very good manuscript.
